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SECTION 1 • INTRODUCTION 
A topological aemigroap is  an ordered tr ip le  (S, Q , m) mieh that:
( i )  (S, O') is  & non^apty Hausdorff ©pace;
( i i )  m is  a oontizmous funotion from S x S into S suoh tlmt
m(ac, m(y, 2) )  = m(a(x, y ) , z) fo r  a ll x , y  and z in S •
Pollcwing the accepted custom, we shall gho^ten (S, a) to S and 
denote m(x, y) by juxtaposition sy • A topolc^ioal semigroup w ill be 
called  a semigroup»
1
I»e*t S b© a semdgroup* I f  {P, is a oollectiozi
o f  nonempty subsets of S , we shall adopt tha notation ^ 发g… 牙n a 
{* ^ 2  ••• fo r  1 < i  < n , € F }^ end F32 s ••• wher© ^  F
fo r  each i  suoh that 1 < i  < n • I f  for some j  such that 1 劣 j  < n
ve have s [j;] then write ••• Fn R ^^2 ••• x ••• Fn • 厶
2non eispi^ y set F C S ie a sub semigroup cf S i f  and esily i f  P C F • A 
subgroup o f S is  a nonempty subset P of S suoh that x? s Px «  P fo r
all x in F • A nonempty subset P cf S ia ' called a ideal o f S
i f  aid only i f  FS C F f a le f t  ideal of S i f  ard only i f  SP C P and
an ideal o f S i f  end only i f  P is  both a right and a le f t  ideal o f  S *
S is  called simple i f  S does not contain a proper ideal* I f  
P is  a nonempty sub為et of S we le t  J(P) = Ft/ SF\J FSU SPS • I t  is
The next theorem is a chareoteidzation of the r-primary ideals 
in  a semi- normal semigroup S •
THEOREM 2,11 • Let S be a ccHBpaot semi- normal sonigroup with 
«  S . I f  A is a proper ideal o f  S which contains a ll ide mpotent s in 
M* , the intarseotion o f a ll  maximal ideals of S , then A ia r-primary 
i f  and only i f  T(A) ia a proper prims ideal at S .
In colder to prove Theorem 2.11, w® shall need follcwing lemma*
Let S be a semigroup • S w ill be called  radio a lly  complete i f  T (l) a S 
implies that 工=* S , fo r  evezy ideal 工 of S • In oilier words, S jjs 
radically ocmplete i f  S is  the only ideal of S with topological radios! S ♦
LEMMA. 2a12« Let S ' bo a compact send获oup, then S is radically
2complete i f  and only i f  S ts S #
2PROOF, The necessity is ti*ivial by observing that T(S2 ) s S .
For the sufficiency, le t  us suppose that T(A) = S for some ideal A of 
S # Sir»e T(A) is the set [x c S | r(x ) n A ^ <p] aiid S is compact, we 
must have E C A • 工f  A is proper ideal of S , then since S2 s S , by 
a theorem o f Koch and Wallace [ 6 ] ， we have S = S E S C A ， Wliich is a 
contradiction. Thus S is  radically ocsnplet©.
We now return to prove Theorem 2,11, We only need to prove the
sufficienoy, fo r  tbs necessity ia trivial*
11
LEMMA j“ 3 » I n  a oostpaet semi一 Htornal semigroup ovexy ir r e d u c ib le
id e a l  ia  r -p riiaaxy*
PROOF, L et S be a oom ^iot sem i-norm al sanigroup and 工  an
id e a l  o f  S • Suppose 工  i s  not r -prim ary* Without lo s s  o f  g e n e ra lity  w©
may assume th ere  e x i s t  x ,  y  讀 I such "bhat xy e I  and r(y ) A 工  s  沴 • L et
e , be  th e  unique id^apotent t o  A ± c h  y  b e lo n g s . C le a r ly  工  ^  Tcx^ © A  x )  
( i  U j ( e ) ) r , then  th ere  e x is t s  t  c Tod^ © H ( i  U J ( e ) )  such th at t   ^I  >
la m e  t  »  s© f o r  some s c 3 • S ince te  = t  <| I  ， we hav© th e re fo re
t  4 Todj. e whicb i3  a o o n tra d io t io iu  Thi^ 工  i s  not ir r e d u c ib le  and tho 
p r o o f  i s  complete®
IPHBOREM i4.A >  Every id a a l in  a compact sem i-norm al semigroup S 
id  an in t e r s e c t io n  o f  r - p r im r y  ideals©
PROOF. Let A be an id e a l o f  S • Then A = H J^(s\a) . By 
- —  a^A 0
Theorem 20 o f  A.B, W allace [ 1 3 ] ,  every  J 〇 (S\a) is  com pletely  ir re d u c ib le  
and hei»© is  ir r e d u c ib le .  I t  fo l lo w s  by Lemma 4«3  th at J〇 (s\a) i s
The fo llo w in g  c o r o l la r y  g iv es  s u f f ic ie n t  c o n iit io n s  under which 
©very id e a l  i s  a f i n i t e  in te r s e c t io n  o f  P-prim ary id e a ls .
COROLU^Y Let S be a eompaot semi«normal semigroup.
Suppose i)
i )  S i s  N oetherian; or
21
COROLLARY 5 Let  S be a compact oossimutative semigroup in 
which every ideal has a r-primaiy decomposition* Suppose further that E 
is finite® Th©n th© foll(Mirsg statements are e^tuivalentu
i )  Each r-primaxy ideal is  a pcwer of its  topological radical.
i l )  Every ideal o f  S is  a fin ite  intersection of open prime poorer
ideals.
P R O O F ( i )  ( i i )  s Let A be an ideal o f S # Then A is a
n
fin ite  intersection of r -p r lm iy  ideals A s= A Q • Let P »  (^Q ) • By 
芯 . n i. 1 1 1 ,
( i )  s： fo r  some  ^i heno® A »  H P# 1 . Since P# s
and E is  f in ite , m  have P s J (S\e) for some e ♦ Thus A ojb anl o
intersection o f a fin ite  number ot open pcrim® power idealse
、 *
The following theorem gives a coM ltion ui^.er which the algebraic 
and the topological radioals odf an Ideal coincide*
THSOEEM 5〇3« Let S be a p-sexaigroup. Then the algebraic and the 
topological radicals end ideal in S coincide〇 Aa a consequence an ideal A 
of S is topologically semiprima i f  and only i f  i t  is  completely prime.
n 芯
PROOF* Let A be any ideal of S • Then A s H P 1 for some
± i
topologically ssniprime ideals P and some 彡 1 • We hav© 
n n n
R(A) a H R(P.) =： r\ P ♦ Now A P is  topologically seniiprime, hence 1 i 1 i 1 i
R(A) «  A S T(n Pt) = A TCp )^ = A T(p.l ) = T(n P^1) = T ( A ) .
- 2 6
2clear that J(F) is the smallest ideal of S containing F, that
is, if J is an ideal at' S and F C J then J (F) C J. j0p) is
called the =cinal ideal generated b_y F. If F= .jxj, we shall
write J (F)= J (x). If' F C S then we define J o(F) to be the' null
set if P contains no ideal of S and J o(F) is the union of all
ideals contained in F in the contrary case. It is clear that if
J0(F) is nonempty, then J0(F) is the largest ideal of S contained
in F.
An element e S is an idempotent if and only if e'= ee= .e
We shall, let AS). denote the set of idempotent elements of S, and if
tyre is no ambiguity, we shall write B for B(S). It can. be shin
that$ is a closed subspace of S which is partially ordered under
the relation e, f if of= to= e[ 4.) An element u of S is
the entit_v of S if xu= ux= x for all, x in S. An elenont
0 of S is the 7.ero of S if Ox= xO= 0 for all x in 3 .
If 9 is a collection of subsets of S then M is maximal
in if M c and for each F c g such that M C F we have
F= M. For e e E, lei is a subgroup of S. Hence, lei is
contained in a unique maximal subgroup of S, that is, a subgroup of
S that is maximal in the collection of subgroups of S containing
e[ 7]. Let H(e) denote the unique maximal subgroup of S containing
the idempotent e
IF F C S then we shall write F for the closure of F in 3
3The closure of the set {x, x2,...} for x c S wild, be denoted by
r (x), that is, r (X)= {x, x2,. }' It is well known that if r (X)
is compact, then it contains a unique i ciempotent[7].
Let Z= {xe s} xs= sx for all se S} be the oenter of S
S is commutative if and only if S= Z. S is called normal if for every
z c S we have xS= Sx. S is semi-normal if E C Z. It is easily
shown that the commutativity of S implies the normality of S which on
the other hand implies the semi-normality of s
An ideal P of S is said to be aame if AB C P, were A
and B are ideals of S, implies that A C P or B C P it is
comnaletel.v cime if ab c P a, b c S implies that a P b c P
and it is oomo2 tel-V -SeMIRrime if a2 c P, a c S implies -that a c Pmom
If S is connutative, then- P is ea].led r if ab c P, a,b, c S
aM a P implies that bn c P for some integer n
If F is a nonempty subset of S, then the algebraic radical of
F is defined to be the set [xc S I xk F ±ur some integer k 1}
and is denoted by R(F). The study of al ebraio radicals in semigroups was
initiated by K.P. Shunu[ 5] and he further defined an ideal P of S to
be tool. icalJv semirrime it r (x) , x e S implies that x e P [12)
Some properties of topologically seniprime ideals are already
Iaaown. In this thesis we shall continue the study of topologically semiprime
ideals in compact semroups. The topological radical is defined similly
ad in the algebraic case. Some anologous properties are obtained and
4conditions found under which the algebraic and the topological radicals
of an ideal coincide. We prove that every topologically semiprime
ideal in a compact semi- normal semigroup is prime if and only if the
idempotent s form a chain under the natural ordering. We also attack
the problem of finding some sort of primary decomposition of arbitrary
ideals in a compact- semi- normal, semigroup, that is., a primary
decomposition theory of ideals in compact- semi- normal aemigroups.
5SECTION 2. TOPOLOGICAL RADICALS
In this section we study topological radicals in a semigrou
s . If A is a nonempty subset of s , the topolog aal ram of
is defined to be the set T(A) = x E S I T(x) Analogou8
to the theory of algebraic radioals,. the topological radicals satisfy. the
folloWing properties:
THEORM 2.1 Let A, B be any two idea1s oe a aemigroup
S Then .the fbilowing statements are true.
i) If. AkCe, for some integer k, than T(A) C T(B);
moreover, if A is compact, then implies that T(A) C T(B)




PROOF. (i): Suppose then
Hence since is a subsemigroup
of 3. Thus and Furthermore if A is
compact, then implies that and the result
follows.
6Since we have by (f) that
then
an But this implies that




..RE D 2.2, Vie* can naturally find examples c C idoala A such
that For ins tano a let
ThanWith the usual multiplication and lot
and
REMARK 23. If S is an arbitrary- semigroup with no specified.
properties, arm let Abe an arbitrary ideal of 6. Then T(A) is
not nsoessaril.y an ideal of S. Consider the semigroup
with the usual topology inherited from the plai and with the multiplication
and let Adefined .by
Then S is a-topological samigroup and A an ideal of S. Clear2
is not an ideal of S S.
RI 2 t-4 o If. S is a compact semi- normal, semigroup, then
7T(A) is an hies], Poor any ideal' A of 3
PROOF' Let a E T(A) and x c 3. Then we have
hence there exis is such that
Sims 3 is couot, each of r (a) and r (x) contains a unique
idemrotent, e c r (a) and f c, r (X) say. By a celebrated theorem of
Sohwar z f 101, of so that
ARK 2- 5 The cenclit inn inemark P -L i s ncYt: s, ffi n ar+
to ensure R(A) an ideal of S for any ideal A of 3 o For example,
lot us take* the* real matrix eemigmup
The
topology on S is the topology that S inherits when 3 is oonsidered
as a subspace of Euclidean 4.-apaoe. The operation on 3 is ordinary
matrix multiplication. Here 3 is a compact semi-normal semigroup
is an ideal of S, butand.
is not an ideal of S, sire if then
Aa* in the ccmmutative ring theory, we now consider the effect
on the topoloGioal radicals of a h xnomorphism of snigroups. Let S
and T be semigroups and h a fanction from S into T 0 We shall
call h a homomorphism whenever h(xy)= la(x)h(y) for all x and y
in 3 h is an is om uhi sm or to_ta is d 0125 sonarphism if h is a


































The next theorem is a charaoterization of the r-primary ideals 
in a semi- normal semigroup S •
THEOREM 2,11 • Let S be a compact semi- normal sonigroup with 
« S . If  A is a proper ideal of S whioh contains all di.empotenfcs in 
M* , the intarseotion of all maximal ideals of S  ^ then A ia r-primary 
if  and only if T(A) ia a proper prims ideal at S a
In colder to prove Theorem 2.11, we shall need follcwing lemma*
Let S be a semigroup • S will be called radio ally complete if T(l) = S 
implies that 工 =S , for every ideal 工 of S • In other words, S js 
radically ocmplete if S is the only ideal of S with topological radios! S .
LEMMA. 2a12. Let S , bo a compact semigroup, then S is radically
complete if and only if S 2= S #
2
PROOF, The necessity is trivial by observing that T(S2 ) = S .
For the sufficiency, let us suppose that T(A) = S for some ideal A of 
 S # Sir»e T(A) is the set [x c S | r(x) n A ^ <p] and S is compact, we 
must have E C A • 工f A is proper ideal of S , then since S2 s S , by 
a theorem of Koch and Wallace [ 6 ] ， im have S s S E S C A ， Wliich is a 
contradiction. Thus S is radically complete.
We now return to prove Theorem 2,11, We only  need to prove the
sufficienoy, for tbs necessity is trivial.
11
LEMMA j“ 3» In a oostpaet semi一 Htornal semigroup ovexy irreducible
ideal ia r-priiaaxy*
PROOF, Let S be a oom^iot semi-normal sanigroup and 工 an
ideal of S • Suppose 工 is not r-primary* Without loss of generality w©
may assume there exist x , y 讀 I such *bha*b xy e I and r(y) A  工 s 沴 • Let
e , be the unique id^apotent to A±ch y belongs. Clearly 工 ^  Tcx^ © A 
(i U j (e ))r , then there exists t c Tod^ © H (i U J(e)) such that t  ^ I  >
lame t » s© for some s c 3 • Since te = t <| I  ， we hav© therefore
t 4 Todj. e whicb i3 a oontradiotioiu Thi^ 工 is not irreducible and tho 
proof is complete®
IPHBOREM i4.A> Every idaal in a compact semi-normal semigroup S 
id an intersection of r-primry ideals©
PROOF. Let A be an ideal of S • Then A = H J^(s\a) . By 
- —  a^A 0
Theorem 20 of A.B, Wallace [13], every J〇(S\a) is completely irreducible 
and hei»© is irreducible. It follows by Lemma 4«3 that J〇(s\a) is
The following corollary gives sufficient coniitions under which 
©very ideal is a finite intersection of P-primary ideals.
COROLU^Y Let S be a eompaot semi«normal semigroup.
Suppose i)
i) S is Noetherian; or
21
COROLLARY 5 Let S be a compact oossimutative semigroup in  
which every id e a l has a r-p rim aiy decomposition* Suppose further that E 
is  finite® Then the follc^irsg statements are e^tuivalent.
i )  Each r-primaxy id ea l is  a pcwer of i t s  topological rad ic a l.
i l )  Every id ea l of S i s  a f in ite  in tersection  of open prime poorer
id e a ls .
P R O O F ( i )  ( i i )  s Let A be an id ea l of S # Then A is  a
n
f in ite  in tersection  of r -p r lm iy  ideals A s= A Q • Let P »  (^Q ) • By 
芯. n i. 1 1 1 ,
( i )  s： fo r some  ^i heno® A »  H P# 1 . Since P# s
and E i s  f in i t e ,  m  have P s  J  (S\e) for some e ♦ Thus A ojb anl o
in tersection  of a f in ite  number ot open pcrim® power id e a lse
、 *
The following theorem gives a coMltion ui^.er which the algebraic 
and the topological radioals odf an Ideal coincide*
THSOEEM 5〇3« Let S be a p-sexaigroup. Then the algebraic and the 
topological rad ica ls  end ideal in  S coincide〇 Aa a consequence an id ea l A 
of S is  topologically semiprima i f  and only i f  i t  i s  completely prime.
n 芯
PROOF* Let A be any ideal of S • Then A s H P 1 for some
± i
topologically ssniprime id ea ls  P and some 彡 1 • We hav© 
n n n
R(A) a H R(P.) =： r\ P ♦ Now A P i s  topologically seniiprime, hence 
1 i 1 i 1 i
R(A) «  A S T(n Pt ) = A TCp )^ = A T(p.l ) = T(n P^1) = T( A) .
- 2 6
recognised that the notion of ratability of algebraic rarb.o als could
be used to dete=ine whether some properties of an ideal are changed
under the closure operation. Analogously, we call a subset A of.a
semigroup 3 topol.a rsd3.o s.ll.v stable if T(A)= T() Cle any the
stability of. the algebraic radical implies the stability c t the topologio al
radical, but$ as may be seen frmin the next example, the converse is not
generally true.
EXAMPLE 2.7 Let s=[ 0. 4 with the usual.
mutt iplioatLon and let Than
and. but
In the following theorem we give a necessary cy aad sufficient
coz .tion for an ideal, in a oouipact aenigroup to be topological-radioaiy
stable
THEOREM 2.8 Let S be a compact aeEligroup and A an ideal
of 3. Then if ani only if
PROOF. The ooniition is necessary sizao if
then there exists e e E suoh that hence
as But then which is a
oontradiot~ion. To prove the suffioiency, let then
and where e is the unique ide otent in
The bypotba si.a now implie s tha t Ince and. so
Parallel to the foregoing theorem, we have the following theorem
for algebraio rad.ioala which is a modified version of Theorem 3.2 of
shum-Hoo C 5.
T_O__ 2„9. Let A be an open ideal of a compact commutative
semigroup S o Then A i radio ally stable if aid only
PROOF* If A is radically stable, then it is trivial to see
tba t ThenTo prove the sufficiency, let
there, exists an integer n 3 I such that Sim e is an idea.
of S, we have hence where e is the
unique ia.ompotent in r(x). By hypothesis have Nox A is open,
Then84 A for some integer and our proof is
c©mple to*
Let A be an ideal of a senigroup S. We shall ca],], A a r- r
idea of S if the foflc ing oond.it iono hold simultaneo uslty:
inpl.ie s that and(i)
lies that
x, y being arbitrary elements of S
EXAMPLE 2.10. Lot
With the usual ooordinatewia a multiplication. Then
a r--primary ideal of S
(2)
xy<A ,X$A
xu<A ,y$A T(x) A
T(y) A
S={0}X[0,1] {1/nl n=1,2,....}X{0}
A = {0} * [0,1/2] is
xk k>1 x R(A)
ocA





A E = A E
A E = A E
10
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The next theorem is a aharaoterization of the r-primary ideals
in a semi- nozmsl scanigroup S
THEOREM 2 p110 Let S be a oonpaot semi. norna1 semigroup with
If A is a proper ideal of 8 which contains all id.empotent s in
the intersection of all maximal ideals. of S, then A is r-P ry
if and only if T(A) is a proper prims ideal of 3
In order to prove Theorem 2.11, we shal]. need the followin lemma.
Let S be a semigroup. S will be called radically complete if T(I)= S
implies that I= S, for every idea. I of S. In other worxls s is
radically a cmnl.etef S is the onl ideal of S with topological radical S
LE M 2 12. Let S be a compact semiroup, then S is radicall
complete if and only if S`= S.
PROOF* The mc e s s ity is trivial by observing that
For the sufficiency, Let us suppose that T(A)= S for some ideal A of
and. S is compact, weis the setS Sim e
If A is proper ideal of S, then since S`= S, bymust have
th ich is aa the orr em of Koch and Wallace[ 6], we have
contradiction, Thus S is radically oanplete.
We now return to prove Theorem 2.11. We only need to prove the
sufficiency, for the necessity i8 trivial.
Suppose T(A) is a proper prima ideal of 3 Sim
we have Then, by a result of Schwarz (i i), T(A) is a
maximal pampa r ideal at S. If A is not a r -prima xy idsal of S,
then there exist elements x ar 1 y or 3 suo h that xy c A but
A andand (the proof 3s simi7.ar if x3 but y
Nor, let e be the unique is einpotexxt of
is topologically scnziprizne. Now clearly,forThen
and so by the maxima1iiy c T(A), we mint have
Applying our Lemma 202, we know that 3 is radioally
we cb tainSime andcomplete and hem e
I It followsandoS ThuseS andthat
is a group[ 4.]. Hencewherethat
Thus x= xesuch thatthere e 3d is
a contradiction. Our proof is complete,
C OROLL RY 2. Let S be as in Theorem 2.11. Suppose furtho sore
where K is the minimal ideal of S. Then an idealthat
A of s is r-primary if and o if T(A) In prim.
COROLLARY 2, 1_4. Let S be as in Corollary 2.13 and A a
topological-radicaUy stable ideal of 3. Then A is l' prlmir it and




X$T(A)) T(y) = {yn} n=1
e $ T(A) FOR T(A)
T(A) T(A es) S,
T(A es) = S
A os = S. X$A Y$ T(A)
X Y X=ex =ex y = ey =ye
T(y) = K(y) k(y) = n=i {y i >n}
y -1 t(y) yy -1 = y -1 y = e = (xy)y -1 A
M* E = K E
12
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SECTION 3. TOPOLOGICALLY SEMIPRILE IDEALS
In this section, we shall, study topologically semiprime ideals.
In their recent paper[12], Shum and Stewart have proved that every
topologically semiprirsa ideal in a compact semigroup is an intersection
of open prime ideals. A special situation of this theorem is of interest
as to men the topologically semiprims ideals are prime. The following
theorem describes those somigroups in which all topologically semiprime ideals
are pry ideals.
THEOREM 3.1 Let S be a compact semi normal snigroup. Than
the foil ow irng statements are equivalent
i) Every topologic ally se, iipria ideals is prime.
The topologically semiprime ideals are linearly orderedii)
under set inclusion.
The idempotents form a chain under natural ordering.
either oriv) For any
NOTE. Thecrew 3 .1 is a topological, gena ralizati on of a result
obtained by Satyanarayana [8] o cno em i.n.g desc rate semigroups.
PROD. (i) -(ii): If A and B are two topologically
14
semiprime id.e als, then IS also topol.ogio ally s cmiprizue,• whence
in prime, If and. then we would obtain
Butand which is impossible. Hence OAS
(ii) (iii): Let e and f be any two idempotenta in S
andSince are topologio ally semipro i gals, we have
either it Thus or
This implies that the
idempotenta form a chain.
(iii) (iv) s Let x, and e, f be the unique idempotents
to which x and. y belong respectively, Than we have
ThusOrwhence or
(ice) pa (iii} Fol2 ws in the proof of (ii) . (iii)
(iii) no. (i): Let A be a topo1egio ally semipxi.ms ideal in 3.
butSuppose there are ideals X, Y of 3 with and
with andLet and let e 2 f be
the unique id.empotent s in I' (x) and r (y) respectively. Then xy belongs
and this impliesto either e or f. Hence we have
which is a contradiction. Thus A is a grim idealthat
of 3 0
15
COROLLARY 3.2 Let S be as in Corolary 2.13. Then the
following statements are equivalent.
i) Every topologically semiprims ideal, is prime.
Every ideal of s is r -primary.ii)
The topologioally semiprimg ideals are linearly ordered urderiii)
set inclusion.
The idempotenta form a chain under natural ordering.iv)
oreitherv) For any
In the above oase, we have that any ideal. A of S is topologioally
semip ire if aryl only ir it is maximal.
igroup Sbumm [12] has proved that anyLet S be a oorapaot s
topologioauy semiprrime ideal in 3 is an intersection of open prime ideals..
namely, if Q is a topologically semiprime ideal, then
If S is semi- normal and en a non-minimal idempotent of S, then it
wherecan be proved[7] that
An immediate c once queno a to this is the following
LEMMA3.3. If e is a non-minimal id.empotent of the oompaot
is an open oomple tely prime idoa1semi- normsl ssmlgroup S, then
of s.
is a topologioally seniprimePROOF. It is clear that
at b c S and let e(a) denote theideal of S. Let ab
LEMMA 4 .3 . In  a compact semigroup every  irreducible
ideal ia r-priiaaxy*
PROOF, Let S be a compact semi-normal semigroup and 工 an
ideal of S • Suppose 工  is not r-primary. Without loss of generality we
may assume there exist x , y 讀 I such *bha*b xy e I and r(y) A  工 s 沴 • Let
e , be the unique id^apotent to A±ch y belongs. Clearly 工 ^  Tcx^ © A 
(i U j (e ))r , then there exists t c Tod^ © H (i U J(e)) such that t  ^ I  >
lame t » s© for some s c 3 • Since te = t <| I  ， we hav© therefore
t 4 Todj. e whicb i3 a oontradiotioiu Thi^ 工 is not irreducible and tho 
proof is complete®
IPHBOREM i4.A> Every idaal in a compact semi-normal semigroup S 
id an intersection of r-primry ideals©
PROOF. Let A be an ideal of S • Then A = H J^(s\a) . By 
- —  a^A 0
Theorem 20 of A.B, Wallace [13], every J〇(S\a) is completely irreducible 
and hei»© is irreducible. It follows by Lemma 4«3 that J〇(s\a) is
The following corollary gives sufficient coniitions under which 
©very ideal is a finite intersection of P-primary ideals.
COROLU^Y Let S be a eompaot semi«normal semigroup.
Suppose i)
i) S is Noetherian; or
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COROLLARY 5 Let S be a compact oossimutative semigroup in  
which every id e a l has a r-p rim aiy decomposition* Suppose further that E 
is  finite® Then the follc^irsg statements are e^tuivalent.
i )  Each r-primaxy id ea l is  a pcwer of i t s  topological rad ic a l.
i l )  Every id ea l of S i s  a f in ite  in tersection  of open prime poorer
id e a ls .
P R O O F ( i )  ( i i )  s Let A be an id ea l of S # Then A is  a
n
f in ite  in tersection  of r -p r lm iy  ideals A s= A Q • Let P »  (^Q ) • By 
芯. n i. 1 1 1 ,
( i )  s： fo r some  ^i heno® A »  H P# 1 . Since P# s
and E i s  f in i t e ,  m  have P s  J  (S\e) for some e ♦ Thus A ojb anl o
in tersection  of a f in ite  number ot open pcrim® power id e a lse
、 *
The following theorem gives a coMltion ui^.er which the algebraic 
and the topological radioals odf an Ideal coincide*
THEOREM  5.3. Let S be a p-sexaigroup. Then the algebraic and the 
topological rad ica ls  end ideal in  S coincide〇 Aa a consequence an id ea l A 
of S is  topologically semiprima i f  and only i f  i t  i s  completely prime.
n 芯
PROOF* Let A be any ideal of S • Then A s H P 1 for some
± i
topologically ssniprime id ea ls  P and some 彡 1 • We hav© 
n n n
R(A) a H R(P.) =： r\ P ♦ Now A P i s  topologically seniiprime, hence 
1 i 1 i 1 i
R(A) «  A S T(n Pt ) = A TCp )^ = A T(p.l ) = T(n P^1) = T( A) .
- 2 6
Then we have f S= S wh ieh shows that f is an identity
for S.
For the remainder of this section let us examine those semigroups
in which every ideal is topologically semiprime. Let S be a coact
semi,group. We shall aa_v that S is topo ,cgica1li_ mgular if for any
a E S, .'there exist x and y in S such that a= xey, where e is
the unique idempotent to which a belongs, that is. J (a)= i(e) for
every a e
LEHHA 3.5. A compact aenigroup S is topologically regular if
and only if every ideal of S is topologically Seni.pr1me.
PROOF. Let S be topologically regular, and let T be an idea.
If e is the uniquebe sua h thatof S. Let
idempoteut to whioh a belongs, then e c' T, whence
Conversel, assume that every ideal of S is topologicaUy semiprime. Let
and. let c be the unique idempotent to whioh a belongs. T.ben ain o e
SeS axe so S ishens eSeSSea, we have
topologically regular.
The fxt theorem characterizes thane semigroups every idsa1. or
which is touoloaically semiirime. We shall say that S is intra-regular
if. for acv element a of S, there exist- x and y in S such that
THBOREM 3.6. The following statements comegning a compact
semigroup S are equivalent.
S/U J (S\e)
S.
a S T(a) T
A SeS STS T.
a S
e = e 3 T(a)
xa 2 y = a
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S is a union of simple subs®migroupa.
ii) S is a union of simple closed subsemigmups o
iii) S is intra-regul.ar.
iv) S is topologically regular.
V) Evory ideal of S is completely seniprime o
vi) Every ideal of S is topologically semiprin.
The principal ideals of S constitute a semilattice Y undervii)
for every at bint erseotion in fact
in S furtbormore, S is the union of the cemi]ttioe Y
each being a J-alassaf simple seznigroups
of S.
Viii) A for every ideal of S.
Every proper ideal is an interseotion of prima ideals.ix)
S is semizimple.x)
For every a c S, there exist x, y, z such that a- xayaz.xi)
The product- in any order of a finite number of ideals of S isxii)
equal to their intersootion.
PROOF (i)-(ii) : Immediate consecuence of Lemma 1.3.11 of
Paalman-de Miranda [7].
(ii) - (iv): Let a s Sinae S is a union of simple clcsed
subsemigroups, a and e belong to the same simple suhsemigroup T, e being
SOS whiohthe unique idempotent to which a belongs. Hence
implies that s is topologically regr.





a e T = Tet C
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SECTION r.-PRAY DECOMPOSITION- CORY
In this section we shall establish ar-primary decomposition theory
for ccmpaot semi- nomal somigroups. This will reduce the study of arbitrary
A deals to ideals of a special kind. Let S be a compact 'semi- norma1
semi coup. An ideal I of S is said to be completely irreducible [irreducible)
if and only if when I is the intersection of a. family [finite family] of ideals,
then it is a member of the family. Clearly a completely irreducible ideal is
irreducible, but not conversely. For example, lot S be the usual unit
interval, then [0, a] for 0<a<1 is irreducible but not oozpletely
irreducible.
In his lecture notes [13], p.39,. A, Wallace has proved that an
ideal in any semigroup S is completely irreducible if and only if it is
of the fox Jo (S\a) for some a c S, We now investigate the condition
0
under which an ideal in a semigroup is irreducible.
THEOREM 4.1 Let s be an arbitrary semigtoup Anideal I of
is dlreotedS is irreducible if and only if the family
downward under set inclusion.
PROOF. Sufficiency: Let I be an ideal of S doh that the
is direoted downward. Suppc e I is not irreduoible.fmily
proporlyThen them exists a finite number of ideals
there iecontaining I such that
{Jo (S\a) a I
{Jo(S\a) a I








COROLLARY 5 .2Let S be a compact oossimutative semigroup in  
which every id e a l has a r-p rim aiy decomposition* Suppose further that E 
is  finite® Then the follc^irsg statements are e^tuivalent.
i )  Each r-prim ary  id ea l is  a pcwer of i t s  topological rad ic a l.
i l )  Every id ea l of S i s  a f in ite  in tersection  of open prime poorer
id e a ls .
P R O O F ( i )  ( i i )  s Let A be an id ea l of S # Then A is  a
n
f in ite  in tersection  of r -p r lm iy  ideals A s= A Q • Let P »  (^Q ) • By 
芯. n i. 1 1 1 ,
( i )  s： fo r some  ^i heno® A »  H P# 1 . Since P# s
and E i s  f in i t e ,  m  have P s  J  (S\e) for some e ♦ Thus A ojb anl o
in tersection  of a f in ite  number ot open pcrim® power id e a lse
、 *
The following theorem gives a condition under which the algebraic 
and the topological radioals of an Ideal coincide.
THEOREM  5.3. Let S be a p-semigroup. Then the algebraic and the 
topological rad ica ls  end ideal in  S coincide〇 Aa a consequence an id ea l A 
of S is  topologically semiprima i f  and only i f  i t  i s  completely prime.
n 芯
PROOF* Let A be any ideal of S • Then A s H P 1 for some
± i
topologically semiprime id ea ls  P and some 彡 1 • We hav© 
n n n
R(A) a H R(P.) =： r\ P ♦ Now A P i s  topologically seniiprime, hence 
1 i 1 i 1 i
R(A) «  A S T(n Pt ) = A TCp )^ = A T(p.l ) = T(n P^1) = T( A) .
- 2 6
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LEMMA 4.3. In a oompaet semi-normal eemigroup every irreducible
ideal is r-primary.
PROOF. Let S be a oomuaot somi-normal semigroue and I an
ideal or S. Suppose I is not r-primary. Without loss of generality we
may assume there exist x,y I such that xy I and Let
be the unique idempotent to which y elongs. Clearly I
,there exists such that I
heme t=so for some a c S. Since te=t I, we have the refore
Tod e which is a oontradiction. Thus I is not irreducible and the
proof is complete.
THEOREM4.4. Every idoalin a compact semi-normal semigroup S
is an intersection of r-primary idsals
PROOF. Let A be an ideal of S. Then .By
THEOREM 20 of A.D. Wallace 13.eveny is completely irreducibl
and heme is irreducible. It follows by Lemma 4.3 that
r-primary.
The following corofrv gives sufficient corditions under which
every ideal is a finite intersection of r--primary ideals.
CQROLLY 4.5 Let S be a coffipaot semi-normal seuiigroup.
Suppose
i) s is Noetherian; or
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ii)satisfies the a ot.itions of Corollary 4,2. then every ideal
of 3 is a finite intersection of r -primary ideals.
In the follciing we shsll corn ern ourselves with the uniqueness
results for I'-primaxy decpositions in compact semi normal sanigroups.
Let S be such a senigroup and A an ideal of S. Suppose A
T- primry ideals of 3, then we oall
this a T-primary decomposition of A. Such a decomposition is called.
reduced if
No Q contains the iuterseotion of the remaining and
ii)
I,IAMMA 6. If an ideal A of S has a r-primary decoipooition,
then A has a reduced 'r primary decomposition.
PROOF T-primary far
If some Qi contains the intersection of the remaining
simply delete it a Hence we may assume (i) holds. Suppose
Also Q is r-primary since if X then xd q ij for some
j henee IN the desoomposition for A
replace Prpceding in this manner , we finally attive
at a reduced T-primary decomposition
THEOREM L7. Let A be an ideal of S where S is assured to be
23
commutative. Suuuose A has a r-urimar_v cleoomnositioa. Let A=Q1
QK be a reduced r-primary dooomposition of A. Let P be a prime
ideal of S. Then P =T(Qi) for some i if and only if P=T(TodAx)
for some x A.
PROOF. Suppose P=T(Q1). Since the decoposition is reduced
tgere is an x Q2 Qk with x Q1.clearly TodQi x=s for
i=2, k we claim that T(TodQ1 x)=p. Since Q1 TodQ1 x,the
inolusion P=T(q1)T(TodQ1x) follows. Let s TodQ1 x.Then wo have
sx Q1, hence s T(Q1).We have thus proved that TodAx T(Q1)and
therefore T (TodAx) T(Q1).It follows that T(TodAx)=T (TodQix)=
T(TdQix)= T(TodQix)=T(Q1).conversely, suppose that P=T(TodAx)
for some X A, then P=T TodQi x). For each i, wo have
T(TodQix)=T(Qi) or S, according as X Qi or X qi ,and
T(TodQix)=T(Qi) for at least one i, since X A .Thus Pis then
interseotion of the prime ideals T(Q1), T(QK).It follows
therefore that P=T(Qi) for some i.
COROLLAP 4.8 let A be an ideal of S and assume that A
has a T-pwimary dooomposition. If A =Q1 Qm=Q1 Qn aro
two reduced r-primary deoompositions of A, then m= n and the Qi
and Ql can be so numbered that T(Qi) = T(Qi) for i=1,n
Let S be a oom iutative senig oup, and T a subsemigxoup of
24
S If A is an i dea1 cf S, we set Ar, It is
clear that A„ is an ideal of S.
THEOREM 14.EOREM 4.9. . Let 3 be a compact commutative semigroup, A an
ideal of S which has a T-primary ciooomposition, Let
T be a closed subsemigroup of S Let end assums that
for h and that for the remaining i
Then
such thatThen there existsPROOF Let
butFor each
.,For the oouvorso, leThereforeHence




Thus and. the proof is oomploto 0
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SECTION 5. P-SEMIGROUPS
In concluding the paper we study a special kind of semigroups,
namely p--semigroups. A p-senigroup is a semigroup in which every ideal
is a finite intersection of powers of topologically semiprime ideals.
THEOREM 5.1. Let S be a compact commutative semigroup in
which every ideal has a r--primary decomposition. Than the following
statements are equivalent,
S is a p-semigroupi)
Every r-primary ideal of S is a parer of its topologicalii)
radical.
PROOF. (ii) (i.) is immediate.
(i) (ii): Let Q be a r -primary, ideal of S and let
be a ropreoentation of Q as an intereeetionLet
of powers of distinct topologically semiprime ideals. We have P< P1 for
A/ M A
we musteach i. But since P is prime and
for some i and therefore, say, P= P1. Nowhave
Then forwithLetfor so
thus sinceany we have Xy
It follows thatHence we have and Q
is a purer of its topological radical.
p=T(Q) Q=n1Piti
p Q=in p it i 1 p i t i
p1CpiP>P1
1=2
2n P iti pi y 2n P iti ytpi.
X P11 c P11e(an p lt1)<Q X Q
Q=P11P11<Qr(y) Q=
26
COROLLARY 5g2. Let S be a ooznpaot oc utative semigroup in
whioh every ideal has a r-primary decomposition. Suppose further that E
is finite. Then the following statements are equivalent.
i) Each r-primary ideal is a per of its topological radical.
ii)Every ideal of S is a finite intersection of open prime power
ideals.
PR00F.. (i) - (ii): Let A be an-ideal of S. Then A is a
Byfinite intersection of r-px iy ides
Siixefor some hence
for some e. Thus A is anand E is finite., we have
intersection of a finite number of open prim power ideals..
The following theorem gives a contttion under which the algebraic
and the topological radicals of an ideal coincide.
THEOREM 5.3. LI Let S be a p-semigroup. Then the algebraic and the
topological radicals and ideal in S ooincide. As a consequence an ideal A
of S is topologically semiprime if and. only if it is completely prime.
PROOF. Let A be any icleal of S. Then for some
We havetopologically zanipriine ideals P. and some
is topologically semiprime, hens e
27
we present an mnt ore sting theorem which is a consequence
of the conditions mentioned in this section.
THEOREM 5.4.Let S be a oompaot semigroup in which every ideal
is an intersection (not reoessarily finite) of open prima power ideals. Then
the following statements are true and equivalent.
foreveryaiosedidealAfS
every of o ecl ideal. A of S1)
for any finite number of closedii)
ideals Ai of S, with equality if S is commutative
PROOF. Let A be any closed ideal af S Then
We havefor some open prim ideals P1 and
Since S is compact, it follwa that for somehaxoe
Thusfor eachNowfor each
be closed ideals of SLet
Then we have for each 1bence
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